MADAME
DEFARGEWHEEL’S
FOOTBALL GUILLOTINE
TRASH TALK
So, I heard on the radios today that the
“sharps”, “insiders” and other “experts” were
calling this weekend a “guillotine” because
there were so many make or break games in both
college and pros. Seasons on the chopping block
and whatnot. I was doing about 85 with the
sunroof open and did not quite catch who it was
blathering this bunk, but it struck my fancy.
What the hell, make it so, this is hereby now
“Guillotine Week!” Hard to think about
guillotines without good old Madame Defarge
sitting there knitting. Knitting. Endlessly
knitting. So, thus the title theme of Defarge
and guillotines. Nothing but the most wholesome
fare for our readers!
Okay, so we lead off this week with probably the
most compelling game of the year, the Michigan
Wolverweenies at the Northwestern Fighting
Journalists. Hahahaha, just kidding. Nope, the
game of the week is right here at Sun Devil
Stadium where Notre Dame will be taking on the
ASU Sun Devils. I will be rooting for the home
team of course, but they have their work cut out
for them. For starters, while ASU has had a
decent team over the years, every time they have
been on a big stage with real glory there for
the taking, they get killed. Take last year’s
Pac-12 Championship game against Stanford for
instance. It is just a fact, the Devils don’t
show up when the lights are the brightest.
So, will the pattern of big game disappointment
hold again this afternoon? Both teams are 7-1,
and they are ranked 9 and 10 in the polls
currently. ASU’s loss was a blowout to UCLA, the
Irish loss was a nail biter to Florida State.
The Irish are two and a half point favorites.
ASU’s defense is good, but will be missing their

best defensive tackle, Jaxon Hood. They also
have an annoying tendency of giving up big
plays, and Everett Golson is one hell of a QB,
both on the ground and in the air. The 2.5
spread on this game feels too small. Taylor
Kelly, the Devils starting QB has just not been
that good in the two games coming back from a
month off with a foot injury. Honestly, Mike
Bercovici, who filled in when Kelly was out, is
a lot better passing quarterback, and ASU needs
that vertical ability. Sad to say, but I think
ASU is in for yet another big stage failure.
The other top shelf guillotine game in the
college ranks is Ohio State at Michigan State.
This game, like ASU and Notre Dame is a knockout
round for consideration for the big playoff
picture. A one loss B1G conference champ will
likely get one of the four playoff bids, and one
of these teams is going to be out of the race
after this game. The Spartans just feel like a
superior team to the Sweatervests, and are at
home, so they look good here. The third chopping
block matchup is Kansas State at the TCU Horned
Frogs. Both teams have only one loss and they
are ranked 6 and 7 in the country respectively.
TCU really rolls up big scores, but they seem
flaky for some reason. I am taking Kansas State
in an upset. In other news, SEC studs ‘Ole Miss
is playing some powerhouse known as the
Presbyterian Blue Hose. Seriously, the Blue
Hose?
In the pros, the Browns already laid an ass
whuppin on the favored Bengals in Cinci. And the
solid play of Brian Hoyer has started rumors
that Cleveland will trade Johnny Football, maybe
to the Cowboys (and we know Jerry Jones still
pines for him). The first guillotine game is the
49ers at Saints. Both teams are 4-4. A loss
hurts San Fran more than New Orleans because
going to 4-5 would put the Niners in a huge hole
in the NFC West, where the Saints would still be
in competition in the woeful NFC South. I think
the Saints roll at home i the dome. The Fish at
the Lions has an air of importance about it too.
Miami is quietly on a roll with their offense

starting to be as solid as their defense.
Detroit is at 6-2 and near the top of the NFC,
but they are desperate to keep their lead on
Green Bay, who is home at Lambeau against the
Bears. The Chiefs at Bills is another game that
seems to be a turning point for both teams. I
think the Chiefs pull off the road win.
Also on tap is the Brazilian Grand Prix at
Interlagos. Hamilton seems to have locked up the
drivers crown, although Rosberg is still within
range. Hard to see Nico pulling it off though,
he just can’t get his early season momentum
back. In other news, the arbitration hearing on
Ray Rice was held over the course of two full
days on Wednesday and Thursday. There is a gag
order, ad therefore little hard information, but
it does seem that Ozzie Newsome backed up Rice
regarding Rice having been honest and fully
disclosing to Goodell. Goodell was crossed by
Jeff Kessler, who is very good, for over two
hours. That must have been interesting.
Okay, there you have it. Music this week by the
late great Warren Zevon.

